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TO/DEST. Chair and Members of Regional Council

FROM/EXP. Director, Information & Public Affairs
Commissioner, Human Resources

SUBJECT/OBJET RECOGNITION PROGRAMS

During the 1996 Regional Budget deliberations, staff were directed to report on the feasibility of
establishing a program which encourages staff to offer suggestions regarding improved
efficiencies and cost saving measures.

The following existing Employee Recognition Programs and other notable municipal programs  in
other jurisdictions were reviewed.  In addition, an internal program was revised and a pilot project
was developed to test a new employee program model with a view towards broader application
across the corporation.

Corporate Employee Recognition Program

The Region’s current corporate-wide Employee Recognition Program is a program that is
administered by an employee committee for employees. Everyone is eligible to participate.
Awards are given on a team or individual basis in one of five categories: Customer Service,
Innovation, Leadership, Community Service and Personal Achievement.  The Innovation category
was modified in 1996 to recognize contributions to significant cost savings. Award winners
receive “Recognition of Excellence” certificates, which are signed by the CAO and the Regional
Chair.  Award winners are usually recognized in the employee publication, “The Phoenix” and are
celebrated at an annual reception in their honour that is attended by the Chair and CAO, as well as
by all department heads. There were 25 recipients in 1996.
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Corporate Review

In addition to the corporate-wide program, employees were also encouraged in 1996 to write or
phone in their ideas for creating a more effective organization as part of Corporate Review. These
suggestions, some of which were anonymous, were received in the Corporate Review office and
responded to by departments. The suggestions and responses were then posted on employees
bulletin boards in the “Your Ideas Count” flyer.  A new flyer was published and posted every
second week. While the Corporate Review initiative ended corporately on December 31, the
intent is to continue to publish Your Ideas Count as long as suggestions continue to come in from
employees.

Water Environment Protection Division Suggestions

In the review of the Water Environment Protection Division, staff were involved in all areas.
With the approach that “no idea is a bad idea”, staff responded to the challenge and made a
number of suggestions.  The Division continues to strive for Best Service, Lowest Cost in 1997.
Suggestions have included everything from purchasing natural gas from a broker to suggestions
on how to reduce the costs of purchasing other services and equipment.

Staff Communicating Opportunities to Reduce Expenses (SCORE)  Program - Clyde
Avenue (Players’ Handbook and sample newsletter attached as Annex A)

Motivated by the success of the Town of Ajax program (See below), employees at Clyde Avenue
Water Division of the Environment and Transportation Department submitted a suggestion to the
CAO in the fall to commence a similar pilot project in their workplace.

The SCORE program will run for an initial eight weeks and, if successful, would continue for the
balance of 1997.  The goal is to generate 1,001 suggestions. All branches at Clyde Avenue will
participate in the program.  Rewards are intended to be of modest monetary value eg. hats and t-
shirts.

The project was launched on February 1, 1997. It is intended to serve as a pilot project for the
Corporation and may be expanded to other areas, depending on the Clyde Avenue experience.

OTHER JURISDICTIONS

Town of Ajax

The Town of Ajax STAR$ program (Saving Town of Ajax Real Dollar$) was started in
September 1994 as an 8-week cost management blitz.  The program was initially designed to
reduce operating costs without cutting services or staff.  The goals were: to identify cost savings
ideas, to acknowledge and recognize everyone’s contribution and to implement ideas wherever
possible -- “JUST DO IT”, employees were told.
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The program is based on principles of cost management for the public sector that were developed
by the Town of Ajax in collaboration with Professor Peter Richardson of Queen’s University.
Recognition and Reward are key motivators.  As staff submit their first two ideas, they receive a
STAR$ button. As each new step is reached more incentives are provided to staff such as mugs,
t-shirts, sweatshirts, free pizza lunches or dinners for two. Many of the prizes are donated by local
businesses and sponsors. A weekly STARLINE newsletter also provides formal recognition. The
Town of Ajax also recognized employee contributions to the program with an after-tax cheque for
each employee for $400 in March, 1996.

City of Kanata

The City of Kanata’s Program, “Kanata Effectiveness and Efficiency Program”  was introduced at
the time of the Social Contract and has recently been updated.  The program is open to all
employees, except the City Manager and Directors.  Employees are encouraged to provide
suggestions that promote improved customer service, identification of alternate revenue,
efficiencies and cost-savings.

Savings generated from the program are allocated to a reserve and shared equally between
employees and the City of Kanata.  The program has received 190 ideas since its inception.
Implemented ideas receive an initial award of a $250 gift certificate (the amount will be reduced
to $150 in 1997).  Ideas that are deemed to have sustainable savings attached to them are tracked
by the finance department and the savings shared between the City and staff 50/50.  This resulted
in a 1995 payment to all employees of $310 per staff member.  In addition, any suggestions that
are not implemented are placed into a pool and a draw of a $250 gift certificate is held. An
example of an implemented suggestion would be the computerization of pre-plans for emergency
response.  Another morale-boosting suggestion which was implemented without dollars attached
to it was the creation of dress-down Fridays.

City of Nepean

The City of Nepean’s Budget Reduction Incentive Program (BRIP) began on April 11, 1996 and
operated until the end of the year. The purpose of the program was to generate permanent budget
reductions in 1997, with a portion of savings achieved in 1996 to be shared by staff.

The program received 91 suggestions of which 48 are being implemented.  1996 estimated net
savings/revenues were $512,540 with estimated savings of $598,915 for these same suggestions
in 1997.  Of the 48 suggestions, staffing costs such as the elimination of vacant positions are
included. Other examples include new revenue generation such as the licensing of seasonal
vendors, the City’s takeover of parking ticket enforcement at Algonquin College and a general
admission swimming fee increase.
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To thank employees for their contributions, each full-time employee received $300 last
September, with part-time employees also receiving a cheque pro-rated to their hours of work.

CONCLUSION

The Region’s approach to Employee Suggestion Programs has been to create an environment
where employees are encouraged to bring forward their ideas for cost savings and productivity
improvements, and recognized for doing so with non-monetary rewards.  The Clyde Avenue Pilot
Project formalizes this approach with a greater degree of structure based on Cost Management
principles successfully applied elsewhere.  Experience with this pilot project will be monitored and
the program potentially expanded to other areas of the Corporation.

Approved by Rob Dolan and Joyce Potter

cc. Regional Clerk
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